TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-107261)

FROM: SAC, DALLAS (105-1280)

MINUTEMEN
INFORMATION CONCERNING
IS
CO: KANSAS CITY

Re Dallas airtel and letterhead memorandum dated 12/17/64.

Enclosed to the Bureau are 10 copies of letterhead memorandum captioned and dated as above. Two copies of this letterhead memorandum are being furnished to Kansas City and one each furnished for the information of San Antonio and Houston.

Investigation conducted in enclosed letterhead memorandum was by SA RICHARD L. WIEHL.

DL T-1 is VAN WILEY POLLARD.

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified confidential inasmuch as information furnished by DL T-1 could reasonably result in the identification of a confidential informant of a possible continuing value and compromise his future effectiveness. INTC, OSI and Secret Service have been advised locally and have been furnished two copies of enclosed letterhead memorandum.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED DATE 12/18/64 BY SP 8187L CO 011-0786

LEAD
DALLAS

AT FT. WORTH, TEXAS. Maintain contact with VAN POLLARD.

5 - Bureau (Enc. 10) (RM)
2 - Kansas City (Enc. 2) (RM)
1 - Houston (Enc. 1) (RM)
3 - San Antonio (Enc. 1) (RM)

FILE No: (12) Special Agent in Charge

Approved Sent M Per

105-1280-169
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-107261)

FROM: SAC, DALLAS (105-1280)

MINUTEMEN
INFORMATION CONCERNING IS
00: KANSAS CITY

Re: Dallas airtel and letterhead memorandum dated 12/17/64.

Enclosed to the Bureau are 10 copies of letterhead memorandum captioned and dated as above. Two copies of this letterhead memorandum are being furnished to Kansas City and one each furnished for the information of San Antonio and Houston.

Investigation conducted in enclosed letterhead memorandum was by SA RICHARD L. WIEHL.

DL T-1 is VAN WILEY POLLARD.

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified confidential inasmuch as information furnished by DL T-1 could reasonably result in the identification of a confidential informant of a possible continuing value and compromise his future effectiveness. INTC, OSI and Secret Service have been advised locally and have been furnished two copies of enclosed letterhead memorandum.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12/15/62 BY RGT

POLLARD,

AT FT. WORTH, TEXAS, Maintain contact with VAN

5 - Bureau (Enc. 10) (RM) 676649
2 - Kansas City (Enc. 2) (RM) 657
1 - Houston (Enc. 1) (RM) 657
3 - Dallas (2 - 105-1280) (1 - 134-338)

Special Agent in Charge

105-1280-169